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Concern as Resources, Stocks Align
By LIAM  PLEVEN

Here is one sure sign some investors are worried about a potential train wreck in the markets: Stocks
and commodities are traveling down parallel tracks again.

As of Friday's close, the Dow Jones Industrial Average was down 1% in 2010. The Dow Jones-UBS
Commodity Index, which tracks 19 commodities from aluminum to zinc, is down 3.8%. Last week, the
benchmarks swung in sync with each other on two different days, as they have a number of times in
recent weeks.

It isn't supposed to happen like that. For much of the past decade, oil prices often were propelled by
concerns of looming oil shortages or rising demand in China. Stocks were far more responsive to
corporate profits and irrational exuberance that eventually came back to haunt the market.

Now, both markets are being driven by government stimulus and low interest rates. When investors
think the current environment will continue through most of this year, they bid up risky assets like
stocks and commodities. When they worry higher rates are coming, these assets get sold off.

As a result, commodity investors are looking forward to the time when those markets trade based on
good-old supply and demand.

"Lately, we've certainly seen the correlations be very high. There should be some deviation," says
Nicholas Johnson, co-manager of Pimco's CommodityRealReturn Strategy Fund. The mutual fund has
about $16 billion in assets.

Hoping to ride out the bumps, Mr. Johnson's fund recently sold copper that was due to be delivered in
three months, instead buying copper due for delivery in a year. The move is a bet that supply and
demand gradually will return as the dominant forces in commodities prices.

But that could take a long time. Last Wednesday's surge by stocks and oil shows how unmoored the
markets are from normal. The U.S. government said oil inventories reached their highest level in three
months, a sign of ample supply. That typically drives down oil prices.

Meanwhile, Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke said the central bank would keep interest rates
near zero for at least a few more months, easing fears that the struggling economic recovery could stall.
The Dow Jones Industrial Average, which lost 120 points over the previous two sessions, rose 91.75
points, or 0.9%. Light, sweet crude for April delivery settled up $1.14, or 1.5%, at $80 a barrel on the
New York Mercantile Exchange.

Mr. Bernanke's comments boosted stocks and commodities because investors have been using cheap
money to bet on both sectors.

Still, some market watchers warned that it would be foolish to expect a sustained rally absent economic
recovery.
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"We are here to state categorically that rising oil prices have nothing whatsoever to do with rising
equities," Mike Fitzpatrick, vice president for energy at MF Global, told clients in a research note
Thursday. "Unless and until consumers go back to work and start feeding the demand upon which oil
prices are necessarily dependant, prices will remain in check."

In fact, stock and oil prices sometimes move in the opposite direction, he said in an interview.

Stocks and commodities began roughly tracking each other in about mid-2008. Both markets fell
sharply in late 2008, bottomed out early last year and then rebounded strongly, though commodities
often jumped even more wildly than stocks. The Standard & Poor's 500-stock index finished 2009 up
nearly 27%, and copper prices more than doubled.

The surprisingly close movements reflected the depth of the financial crisis as tight credit, declining
home values and rising unemployment crimped corporate earnings and demand for commodities.
Economic woes have caused asset types to behave in untraditional ways, with gold recently bought and
sold more like a risky asset than the ultimate safe haven.

Stocks and commodities now are lashed together by worries of a double-dip downturn in the economy
that are drowning out the usual supply-and-demand signals that propel prices for gasoline and other
commodity staples.

"Commodities markets make a conjecture on future growth, and people in equities make a conjecture on
future earnings, which are based on future growth," says Jason Schenker, president of Prestige
Economics, a commodities-market consulting firm in Austin, Texas.

Oil and stocks could part ways if first-quarter corporate earnings are disappointing without derailing
U.S. economic growth, Mr. Schenker says. In another scenario, a crackdown by U.S. regulators on
speculative trading could push some investors out of commodities but leave the stock market
unscathed.

Mr. Johnson, the Pimco fund manager, will be looking in the next several weeks to see whether oil prices
rise in response to higher gasoline demand if driving picks up as expected during the spring. Such a
move would signal that commodities are "really responding to fundamentals," a healthy sign for the
overall market, he says.

At the moment, though, there is disagreement even on basics like whether oil prices will rise. Last week,
Goldman Sachs raised its oil-price forecast for 2010 to $85-$95 a barrel. That level hasn't been seen
since 2008. Standard & Poor's trimmed its projection to $76.27 but increased its 2011 forecast for oil
prices.

—Brian Baskin 
contributed to this article.
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